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ABSTRACT Cognitive radio (CR) systems are potentially capable of mitigating the spectrum shortage of
contemporary wireless systems. In this paper, we provide a brief overview of CR systems and the important
research milestones of their evolution, along with their standardization activities, as a result of their research.
This is followed by the detailed analysis of the interweave policy-based CR network (CRN) and by a detailed
comparison with the family of underlay-based CRNs. In the interweave-based CRN, sensing of the primary
user’s (PU) spectrum by the secondary user’s (SU) has remained a challenge, because the sensing errors
prevent us from fulfilling the significant throughput gains that the concept of CR promises. Since missed
detection and false alarm errors in real-time spectrum sensing cannot be avoided, based on a new approach,
we quantify the achievable rates of the interweave CR by explicitly incorporating the effect of sensing errors.
The link between the PU transmitter and the SU transmitter is assumed to be fast fading. Explicitly, the
achievable rate degradation imposed by the sensing errors is analyzed for two spectrum sensing techniques,
namely, for energy detection and for magnitude squared coherence-based detection. It is demonstrated that
when the channel is sparsely occupied by the PU, the reusing techniques that are capable of simultaneously
providing lowmissed detection and false alarm probabilities cause only aminor degradation to the achievable
rates. Furthermore, based on the achievable rates derived for underlay CRNs, we compare the interweave
CR and the underlay CR paradigms from the perspective of their resilience against spectrum sensing errors.
Interestingly, inmany practical regimes, the interweave CR paradigm outperforms the underlay CR paradigm
in the presence of sensing errors, especially when the SNR at the SU is below 10 dB and when the SNR
at the PU is in the range of 10–40 dB. Furthermore, we also provide rules of thumb that identify regimes,
where the interweave CR outperforms the underlay CR.

INDEX TERMS ODFM, interweave, missed detection, false alarm, achievable rate.

I. INTRODUCTION
While certain parts of the frequency spectrum are crowded
by users, most part of the spectrum still remains largely
unoccupied [1]. Due to this spectrum imbalance, along with
the command and control spectrum allocation policy of the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the recent
proliferation of wireless devices, new Dynamic Spectrum
Access (DSA) techniques are needed.

Cognitive radio (CR) is capable of mitigating this prob-
lem [2]–[4]. Diverse cognitive radio approaches have been
suggested in the literature, but the three most popular ones
are the interweave CR based on opportunistic spectrum

access, the underlay CR and the overlay CR based spec-
trum sharing [5], [6]. Each approach relies on its own set
of assumptions concerning the information about the Pri-
mary User (PU). For example, in the ideal case of the inter-
weave CR the spectrum sensing schemes provide knowledge
about the PU’s presence for the Secondary User (SU). In
the ideal case of the underlay CR the channel state estima-
tion schemes provide the information concerning the channel
quality of the links between the SU and the PU. Finally,
in the overlay CR arrangement, the SU is provided with
the PUs message/codebook either in a causal or non causal
manner.
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Although numerous information theoretic contributions
have been made based on the overlay and the underlay CR
assumption, the interweaveCR paradigm has received limited
attention. The associated practical developments demonstrate
that spectrum sensing remains far from perfect [7]–[9]. Hence
the effect of sensing errors has to be incorporated into the
information-theoretic studies of the achievable rates. Further-
more, to the best of our knowledge there have been no com-
parative studies of all of the above paradigms in the presence
of diverse channel parameters and user constraints, albeit the
authors of [10] provided comparisons of the interweave CR
and the underlay CR, while ensuring the minimum outage
probability for the PU. However, we concentrate our attention
more on the basic channel parameters to specifically highlight
the practical scenarios, where any of the specific approaches
is better.

The objective of this paper is hence to fill this gap and
evaluate the performance of the practical interweave CR,
followed by an in-depth comparison of two popular CR
approaches/paradigms, such as the interweave CR and the
underlay CR. The attainable performance is measured in
terms of both the achievable rate of the SU and the sum rate.
We assume non-ideal cognition for the interweave CR and
ideal cognition for the underlay CR. Hence, our comparisons
will be more focused on identifying the various regimes
where the interweave CR outperforms the underlay CR.
In this context we note that we need tight achievable rate
expressions for the underlay CR. Hence, we rely on the
achievable rate expressions derived in [11]. A characteristic
of these achievable rates derived for the underlay CR are that
they ensuremaintaining its original full single-link rate for the
PU, while limiting the SUs transmission rate. This makes our
comparison a fair one, since no new interference temperature
or no different power constraints is involved.

The parameters, which form the basis of our comparisons
are the probability of sensing errors, the probability of the
channel being free, the average interference coefficients and
finally the SNRs at both the PU and the SU. We will demon-
strate that interestingly, there are various regimes of practical
interest, where despite encountering spectrum sensing errors,
the interweave CR provides a higher rate for the SU as well
as a higher sum rate to the SU and PU together, than the
underlay CR. Furthermore, we will demonstrate that this is
especially true, when we have reasonably low sensing error
probabilities, a moderate probability of the PU’s channel
being free, while having SNRs at the SU below 10dB and
an SNR in the range of 10-40dB at the PU. Moreover, the
supremacy of the interweave CR is further extended when
the interference is lower. Hence, in the traditional underlay
CR concept of maintaining low interference so that the PU
remains less affected constitutes a strong assumption and in
this context the interweave CR outperforms the underlay CR.

The contributions of this paper are as follows,
• A practical channel model incorporating spectrum sens-
ing errors is proposed. The achievable rates of this
channel model have been characterized based on the

assumption that all the links are flat-fading channels and
undergo fast fading. The effects of spectrum sensing
errors have been discussed and it is shown that the
probability of missed detection is highly critical in the
presence of strong interference, whereas the impact of
the false alarm probability becomes highly critical in the
weak interference scenarios.

• A performance comparison of the interweave CR and
the underlay CR is provided as a function of the channel
parameters, power constraints, spectrum sensing errors
and PU occupancy. It is shown that there are several
practical regimes, where the interweave CR outperforms
the underlay CR in the face of spectrum sensing errors.
We also provide rules of thumb that can be used to
decide, which particular approach is better for a given
set of channel parameters, power constraints, spectrum
sensing errors and PU occupancy.

• Finally, we consider a typical application of our results
where an OFDM scenario is considered. Diverse situa-
tions are considered, where the interweave CR is seen
to outperform the underlay CR and where it fails to do
so. The spectrum sensing techniques considered are the
energy detector and the magnitude squared coherence
based one.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides a
brief overview of CRNs, followed by a discussion of their
standardization activities in Section III. Section IV introduces
both the interweave CR based opportunistic spectrum access,
as well as the underlay CR based spectrum sharing and
describes the parameters that form the basis of our com-
parison. The system model for the interweave CR and the
underlay CRs is described in Section V. Section VI quantifies
the achievable rates of both the interweave CR and of the
underlay CR. Section VII provides our comparison results
of the interweave CR against the underlay CR and provides
rules of thumb for the feasibility of the interweave CR.
In Section VIII an OFDM scenario is considered and charac-
terized. Finally, in Section IX we provide design guidelines,
concluding remarks and open problems for future research.
For convenience, we summarize the various abbreviations
and symbols used in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

II. OVERVIEW OF COGNITIVE RADIO SOLUTIONS
Cognitive Radio (CR) techniques have been conceived for
mitigating the problem of spectrum scarcity by exploiting that
some part of the spectrum remains largely unoccupied, whilst
some other parts may be overcrowded. The problem arises
because of the prevalent ’command and control’ policy of
the regulatory bodies around the world, where an operator/
user - namely a licensed user - purchases a spectrum band
from the authorities and hence obtains the sole rights to
transmit in that band in a particular geographical location.
The idea of cognitive radio is to change the current policy by
suggesting ideas that allow an unlicensed or secondary user
to coexist with the licensed user provided that the reception
quality requirements of the licensed user are still satisfied.
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TABLE 1. Abbreviations.

For the sake of achieving this goal, the SU should be equipped
with Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) techniques. Four dif-
ferent DSA approaches have been conceived for Cogntive
Radio in the literature [12], [13], as shown in Fig. 1, which
are briefly described as follows:

• The Commons model: In this approach the spectrum is
distributed amongst all users equally with no preference
to any particular user. Each user is expected to adhere to
some etiquette and self-regulate itself to avoid imposing
excessive interference.

• The Exclusive Use model: This model provides exclu-
sive use of the spectrum to the licensed user. However,
this model still provides a degree of flexibility for the
licensed user, who is at liberty to lease it to unli-
censed users in exchange for any potential remuneration
or for other gains. This approach has been discussed
in [14] and [15] in the form a Stackelberg’s game and
in [16] in the form of a Bertrand game.

• Opportunistic spectrum access: Unlike the above-
mentioned exclusive use model, this approach allows the
unlicensed user to make use of any available opportunity
arising, because the licensed user is not transmitting -
provided that these opportunities are perfectly identified.
Naturally, practical imperfect sensing has to be used,

TABLE 2. List of symbols.

which has to be sufficiently reliable for maintaining
the quality-of-service (QoS) requirement of the licensed
user. This approach is also termed as the interweave
approach in the literature. In this paper we study this
specific approach in detail for those practical cases,
which are unable to identify the opportunities perfectly.

• Spectrum Sharing: This approach was conceived for
simultaneous transmission of both the licensed and of
the unlicensed user, provided that the unlicensed user
respects the required QoS stated by the licensed user.
This can be achieved in two ways, namely by using
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FIGURE 1. An overview of the approaches in Cognitive Radio.

the (i) Underlay philosophy, where the unlicensed user
either maintains the interference below the maximum
tolerable interference and transmits at a rate that allows

the licensed user to cancel the interference, so that
the outage constraint of the licensed user is satisfied,
(ii) Overlay regime, where the unlicensed user overhears
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FIGURE 2. A summary of CR Techniques with relevant references.

FIGURE 3. The number of papers on CR per year from 1999-2015, as per IEEE explore
database. The list of 2015 is still on the increase.

the licensed user’s message. The unlicensed user
then performs sophisticated coding at its transmit-
ter for protecting against the interference caused by
the licensed user at its receiver so as to improve its
performance.

The commons model and the exclusive use models are
also mentioned here despite the fact that the usual focus on
opportunistic spectrum access and spectrum sharing.

Next we briefly outline the various techniques developed
by CR researchers.

A. CR TECHNIQUES
Numerous techniques have been proposed to the address
the various issues that arise in cognitive radio research.
For a detailed review the motivated readers are referred
to [7] and [17]–[32] and the references therein. They are as
summarized in Fig. 2.

B. CR RESEARCH
The numerous techniques that have been proposed for CR.
A key word search for ‘‘cognitive radio’’ in the IEEE explore
database yielded a total of more than 16,000 papers that are
related to CR. The associated year-by-year distribution is
shown in Fig. 3.

We capture these contributions in TABLE 3 at a glance,
whith a special emphasis on those that have had significant
impact on the various topics in CR over the years since 1999,
when Mitola and Maguire [2] proposed the concept of CR.

As it becomes evident from the above time-line of research
in CRNs, it is but natural that parallel efforts were also
made to standardize the best solutions, so that the installa-
tion and deployment of devices that rely on the concept of
CR and DSA results in indsutry-wide compatibility. In the
next section we capture these standardization activities that
are related to CR.
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TABLE 3. Time-line of important contributions in CR.
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III. STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES IN COGNITIVE RADIO
In this section we briefly describe the numerous standard-
ization activities that have been undertaken in the year 2000
or so. Some of these directly address the core issues of
CR systems, such as spectrum sensing, dynamic frequency
selection, etc. By contrast, others deal with issues that are also
of substantial interest to cognitive radio systems, such as their
coexistence and transmit power control issues. We provide
a brief survey of the standardization activities on cognitive
radio by various organizations, as seen in TABLEs 4,5,6.

Firstly, in TABLE 4 we describe the development of the
standards undertaken by the IEEEDynamic SpectrumAccess
Networks Standards Committee (DySPAN-SC). These activ-
ities are related to dynamic spectrum access based radio
systems and networks, which were motivated by improving
the spectral efficiency. These led to the development of new
techniques and methods for DSA that include the manage-
ment of the radio transmission interface. These standards
have also addressed the issue of compatibility and coordi-
nation of diverse wireless technologies that include network
management and information sharing. In what follows we
briefly describe the standardization activities of these work-
ing groups over the years.

The 1900.1-2008 standard provides the definitions and
explains the key concepts in the spectrum management, as
well as in cognitive radio policy-defined radio, adaptive
and software defined radio and related technologies, while
also describing how these technologies are interrelated. The
1900.2-2008 recommended practice describes the beneficial
potential of coexistence between two users either in the
same or indifferent bands. In order to facilitate distributed
decision making, the 1900.4-2009 standard defines building
blocks, namely (i) network resource managers, (ii) device
resource managers and (iii) the specific information to be
exchanged between these building blocks. The IEEE 1900.5
standard defines the policy language (PL) requirements and
policy architecture for policy based DSA radio systems. The
1900.5.1 defines vendor-independent PL for managing the
functionality and behavior of DSA systems. Furthermore,
1900.5.2 defines a sophisticated strategy for modeling spec-
trum ’consumption’. The IEEE 1900.6 standard defines the
interfaces and data structures that are required for exchanging
the sensing-related information to improve the interoperabil-
ity between the spectrum-sensors and the client of different
manufacturers. This was followed by the IEEE 1900.6.1
amendment, where procedures, protocols and message for-
mat specifications have been provided for the exchange of
sensing-related data, control information and configuration
information between spectrum-sensors and their clients. The
IEEE 1900.7 working group aims for specifying the radio
interface that includes the MAC and PHY layers of white
space DSA-aided radio systems supporting both fixed and
mobile operations in white space frequency bands. For a
detailed description of the scope of each standard the reader
is referred to the TABLE 4.

The first standard motivated by the existence of the CR
technology and related to the coexistence of unlicensed wire-
less devices with licensed TV broadcasting led to the IEEE
802.22 standards and to the associated recommended prac-
tices. In what follows we briefly discuss this standardiza-
tion activity. The IEEE 802.22-2011 standard defines the
Physical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layer
specifications by describing the policies and procedures that
are to be followed while operating in the TV band, namely
in the 54 MHz to 862 MHz. Simultaneously, the goal of the
IEEE 802.22.1-2010 standard is that of protecting the low
power licensed users (PUs) operating in the TV band from the
harmful interference imposed by the license-exempt (SUs)
devices. The recommended practice of IEEE 802.22.2-2012
standards establishes the engineering practices involved in the
installation and deployment of IEEE 802.22 systems. Spec-
trum characterization and occupancy sensing (SCOS) are
defined in the IEEE 802.22.3-2014 family of standards. In the
first amendment, namely in IEEE 802.22a-2011 a new clause
is defined in the existing 802.22 standard for the management
and control plane interfaces as well as for the procedures to
be obeyed for operation in the TV band. Furthermore, the
amendment IEEE 802.22b-2011 specifies an alternative PHY
and MAC for operation in the very high frequency (VHF)/
ultra high frequency (UHF) bands. For a detailed description
of the scope of each standard the interested reader is referred
to TABLE 5.

Finally, some further standardization efforts undertaken
by different WGs are mentioned in TABLE 6. Most of
these activities are related to the coexistence issues in TV
white spaces, as detailed in 802.19.1-2014, 802.15.4m-2014,
802.11af-2013, ECMA 392, while 802.11h-2003 discusses
dynamic frequency selection and transmit power control in
the 5 GHz band in Europe. For details of the scope of these
standards please refer to TALE 6.

IV. OPPORTUNISTIC SPECTRUM ACCESS, SPECTRUM
SHARING AND THE BASIS OF COMPARISON
The parameters that form the basis of our comparison will be
discussed immediately after describing both the interweave
and the underlay CR philosophy. The readers are also referred
to Table 3 where a brief history of the achievements over the
past decade and a half have been enlisted.

A. OPPORTUNISTIC SPECTRUM ACCESS - INTERWEAVE
It has been observed that while ‘‘some’’ parts of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum remain occupied, most of the popular
licensed band is underutilized. Hence there are plenty of
opportunities for an unlicensed SU to enhance the achiev-
able data rates by efficiently exploiting the underutilized
part of the spectrum. Therefore substantial efforts have been
dedicated to developing techniques for assisting the SU,
either working in isolation [7]–[9] or cooperating with other
SUs [22], [45], [82], to identify and exploit the available
spectral opportunities in the licensed band [83]–[86] without
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TABLE 4. IEEE Standards relating to cognitive radio: The 1900 series.

affecting the PU. However, a major associated difficulty is
the imperfect nature of spectrum sensing. These imperfec-
tions primarily arise owing to (i) real-time decision making,
which limits the number of PU signal samples considered

(ii) the PU’s signal is subjected to fades, hence spectrum
sensing is carried out at low average SNRs and (iii) Noise and
interference effects. Fortunately, co-operative spectrum sens-
ing is capable of mitigating these effects. However, in such
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TABLE 5. IEEE Standards relating to cognitive radio: The 802.22 series.

a scenario the overhead and complexity of spectrum sensing
increases for each additional co-operating CR. Since these
imperfections have been neglected in the literature be totally
avoided, Section IV of our paper derives the achievable rates
of the interweave CR as a function of these spectrum sensing
errors.

There is a paucity of literature [87], [88] quantifying the
impact of sensing errors on the performance of such systems.
In [87] an OFDM scenario was considered. However, the
focus was on analysing the impact of the sensing errors on the
BER, rather than on the achievable rate. Hence, we propose
to close this open problem under the assumption that the
spectrum sensing link between the PU Transmitter and the
SU transmitter is fast fading.

B. SPECTRUM SHARING - UNDERLAY
There are different notions of spectrum sharing. One
of the most popular version is the underlay CR based
spectrum sharing [6], [10], [42], [61], [89]–[94]. In the
underlay CR regime the basic cognition hinges on near-
instantaneously estimating the interfering link gains at least at
the receivers, but in the advanced case also at the transmitters.

Moreover, the traditional approach of the underlay CR intro-
duces a parameter referred to as the interference temperature
that limits the aggregate interference that a group of SUs is
allowed to impose on any PU, so that despite the interference,
the PU still achieves its target data rate. This interference
temperature limit can either be imposed as a peak interference
constraint or as an average interference constraint. These
constraints translate to either peak transmit power or to an
average transmit power constraint at the transmitters. Some
contributions in the literature do consider information theo-
retic channel models [89], however, they do so for the sake
of characterizing the rate penalty that the PU faces due to the
SU’s transmission. Some other studies [94], [10] impose a
constraint on the SU’s transmission so as to avoid violating
the minimum tolerable PU outage probability.

Since the objective of our work is to compare the achiev-
able rate of the interweave CR against that of the underlay
CR in terms of the basic channel parameters both in terms
of the SU rate and the sum rate, we rely on the achievable
rates that are derived for the underlay CR in [11]. These rates
are based on a similar system model to ours and assists us in
our comparison. The main reason for adopting these rates is
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TABLE 6. IEEE Standards relating to cognitive radio: Miscellaneous efforts.

that in quantifying the achievable rates no new parameter is
introduced and the only constraint imposed on the SU is its
rate constraint.

C. OSA - INTERWEAVE CR VS SS - UNDERLAY CR
The Interweave and the underlay CRs constitute different
approaches/solutions conceived for mitigating the under-
utilization of the radio spectrum. A natural question that
arises is, which one should be preferred under what circum-
stances? Moreover, how does the variation of any parameter
of interest affect this preference. A partial answer concerning
the grade of cognition is provided in [6]. More detailed
reflections are provided in [94] and [95], where the basis of
comparison is the outage that the PU suffers due to the SU’s
transmission. In contrast to this, we perform comparisons on
the basis of the ergodic capacity of both the interweave CR as
well as of the underlay CR as a function of the basic channel
parameters and side information. To perform amore elaborate
comparison and to seek answers to our questions, we have to
be cognizant of the diverse circumstances and the parameters
that lead to these. Therefore, in this contribution our com-
parisons are made with respect to the following fundamental
parameters:

1) PU’s free channel probability p, that is the probability
that a channel is free from PU occupancy.

2) PU and SU average transmit power constraints
Pp and Ps.

3) Average interference coefficients a for the PU-SU link
and b for the SU-PU link.

4) Probability pfa of false alarm and probability pmd of
missed detection.

The basis of the comparison is to check the feasibility of opt-
ing for the interweave CR. We say that using the interweave
CR is feasible for p,Pp,Ps, a, b, pfa and pmd or simply the
interweave CR is feasible at a given SU rate, if the achievable
SU rate is higher for the interweave CR than for the underlay
CR. Similarly, we say that using the interweave CR is feasible
for p,Pp,Ps, a, b, pfa and pmd or simply the interweave CR is
feasible at a given sum rate, provided that the achievable sum
rate is higher in the interweave CR than in the underlay CR.

In the next section we describe our system model for
the interweave CR and develop the achievable rates in the
presence of spectrum sensing errors.

V. SYSTEM MODEL - INTERWEAVE
Let us consider an interweave CR system, where the PU is
transmitting at random. Let p be the probability that the PU
is not transmitting. There are two types of links, namely
(i) the PU transmitter to SU transmitter (PUT - SUT) link,
(ii) the link of each transmitter to each receiver, namely the
links (PUT-SUR, PUT-PUR, SUT-SUR and SUT-PUR). The
SU senses the presence of the PU with the aid of spectrum
sensing applied to the PUT - SUT link. The spectrum sensing
is assumed to be imperfect subject to the two basic types
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of sensing errors, namely to missed detection and to false
alarm1. Let Sp = {0, 1} represent the PUs state of transmis-
sion, with Sp = 1 indicating that the PU is transmitting. Let
Ss = {0, 1} be formulated as

Ss = S̄pZ̄1 + SpZ2, Z1 ∼ Bern(pfa), Z2 ∼ Bern(pmd ),

(1)

where, the probability pfa of false alarm quantifies the proba-
bility that the PU is absent and yet the SU mistakenly deems
it to be present. Similarly, the probability pmd of missed
detection represents the probability that the PU is present
and yet the SU deems it to be absent. Here, Z1 ∼ Bern(pfa)
denotes the Bernoulli distribution, namely the probability of
{Z1 = 1} = pfa. To verify (1), we observe that when Sp = 1,
then Ss = 1 w.p. PrZ2 = 1, which is pmd , i.e. P[Ss = 1|
Sp = 1] = Pr[Z2 = 1]pmd . Similarly, P[Ss = 1|Sp = 0] =
Pr[Z1 = 0] = 1− pfa.
We may also derive a relationsjip for Sp in terms of Ss.

Although, in physical reality Sp does not depend upon Ss, we
can write the following.

Sp = 1, either when Ss = 0 or Ss = 1, (2)

implying that if the PU transmits, either the SU does not
transmit due to correct detection, or alternatively, due to
missed detection it decides to transmit. Similarly,

Sp = 0, either when Ss = 0 or Ss = 1, (3)

that is, when the PU does not transmit, the SU due to a false
alarm does not transmit, or due to a opportunity detection
transmits. Thus,

Sp = 1 w. p.
Pr[Sp = 1]Pr[Ss = 1|Sp = 1]

Pr[Ss = 1]

=
(1− p)pmd

(1− p)pmd + p(1− pfa)
if Ss = 1 and

Sp = 1 w. p.
Pr[Sp = 1]Pr[Ss = 0|Sp = 1]

Pr[Ss = 0]

=
(1− p)(1− pmd )

(1− p)(1− pmd )+ ppfa
, if Ss = 0. (4)

Sp = 0 w. p.
Pr[Sp = 0]Pr[Ss = 0|Sp = 0]

Pr[Ss = 0]

=
ppfa

(1− p)(1− pmd )+ ppfa
if Ss = 0 and

Sp = 0 w. p.
Pr[Sp = 0]Pr[Ss = 1|Sp = 0]

Pr[Ss = 1]

=
p(1− pfa)

(1− p)pmd + p(1− pfa)
, if Ss = 1 (5)

We thus have, the following relationship

Sp = S̄sZ̄3 + SsZ4, Z3 ∼ Bern(p3), Z4 ∼ Bern(p4), (6)

1Spectrum sensing algorithms operating under practical real-time con-
straints will have non-zero sensing errors. Hence, our comparison have
practical implications for designing realistic systems.

where

p3 =
ppfa

(1− p)(1− pmd )+ ppfa

and

p4 =
(1− p)pmd

(1− p)pmd + p(1− pfa)
.

This can be verified as follows. When Ss = 1, then Sp = Z4
and when Ss = 0, then Sp = Z̄3. Then Sp = 1w.p. Pr[Z4 = 1]
P[Ss = 1] + Pr[Z3 = 0]P[Ss = 0]. This probability can be
verified to be (1− p). Similarly, we can verify for the case of
Ss = 0. The situation is shown in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 4. The Interweave Cognitive Radio Channel with Imperfect
Spectrum Sensing.

The output versus the input relationship is modelled as
follows,

Yp = Sp(HppXp + HspXsSs)+ Zp, (7)

Ys = Ss(HssXs + HpsXpSp)+ Zs (8)

where, Yp and Ys represent the output of the channel at the PU
and SU respectively in response to the input Xp at the PU and
Xs at the SU. Furthermore, Zp and Zs represent the zero-mean
unit variance additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The
fading coefficients Hpp, Hsp, Hps and Hss describe the fading
links, as shown in Fig. 4. The magnitude of these coefficients
satisfy E[|Hpp|2] = 1, E[|Hsp|2] = b2, E[|Hps|2] = a2

and E[|Hss|2] = 1, where a and b are positive real-valued
numbers. The PU transmits its messages at a rate Rpi, while
the SU transmits at a rate Rsi.

The achievable rate of the interweave CRwill depend upon
the nature of fading on the transmitter to receiver (TR) links
and the transmitter to transmitter (TT) link. If the fading on
the TR link is slow, then we are unable to define the ergodic
achievable rate. Hence, we assume that the TR fading pro-
cess is a non-dispersive, independently fading uncorrelated
ergodic process which implies that the channel coding can
be performed over multiple coherence intervals for aver-
aging out both the effects of fading and of the sensing
states.

The TT link however, can be of two types (i) Slow fad-
ing, in which case the coherence interval on this link spans
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multiple coherence intervals on the TR links (ii) Fast fad-
ing or uncorrelated fading, in which case the coherence
interval on all the links is assumed to be the same (which
is possible by assuming coherence interval of the specific
link that fades faster). In this paper the coherence inter-
val on both the TT and TR links is assumed to be the
same.

For the interweave CR, we also assume that the spectrum
sensing is performed during each coherence interval of the TT
link. This is necessary, because the presence of fading is one
of the important reasons for sensing errors. Since the fading
process is ergodic, the sensing process is also ergodic. This
implies that in a fast-fading TT link, each of the four possible
combinations of (Sp, Ss) in a coding block occur with proba-
bilities close to their actual distribution. This observation will
be exploited later to find an effective noise process, which
is used for characterizing the ergodic achievable rate regions
for the scenario, where the TT link undergoes uncorrelated
fading.

FIGURE 5. Underlay Channel Scenario.

A. SYSTEM MODEL-UNDERLAY
Similar to the interweave CR philosophy, in the underlay
CR system the PU is transmitting at random. However, in
contrast to the interweave CR, the SU transmits at a low rate
so that the PU and SU can coexist, without the PU having
to reduce its original single user rate rate. Hence, in the same
notation as the interweave CR, the definition of Sp is the same
and the SU state Ss = 1 with probability 1. The channel
is shown in Fig. 5, which is modelled as follows, with the
variables as describe in the case of the interweave CR,

Yp = HppSpXp + HspXs + Zp, (9)

Ys = HpsSpXp + HssXs + Zp. (10)

We declare that the PU receiver faces ergodically strong
interference if b > 1, while it faces ergodically weak inter-
ference if b ≤ 1. Similarly the SU receiver is deemed to face
ergodically strong interference if a > 1 and ergodically weak
interference, if a ≤ 1.
The question that we ask now is what rate Rpu can be

achieved by the SU subject to the fact that the PU rate Rsu is
the same as that in the original point-to-point scenario in

the absence of interference from the SU? The answer to this
may be derived from the Han-Kobayashi achievable region
for the two-user interference channel. The two users of the
interference channel in our case are the PU and the SU.
The details of this will follow in Section V. But first in
the next section, we will derive the achievable rates of the
interweave CR with the aid of the system model mentioned
above.

VI. ACHIEVABLE RATES OF THE INTERWEAVE
PARADIGM
A. EFFECTIVE NOISE OBSERVATION
In order to develop achievable rate expressions, we first derive
the effective noise observed by both the PU and the SUs,
where the TT link undergoes uncorrelated fading. Hence,
coding is performed over multiple sensing instances and over
the fading instances of the TR link. As observed above, since
the fading process of the TT link is stationary and ergodic, the
probabilities of missed detection and false alarm evaluated
over a sufficiently high number of sensing instances tend
to the actual probabilities. Hence, if we treat interference
as noise in a given block, the effective noise at any of the
receivers is an average of two noise processes. Hence, the
effective noise is a linear combination of the two different
noise distributions viz. (i) when there is only the standard
AWGN (ii) and when there interference plus noise with the
interference treated as noise.

Hence, we have the following baseband equations

Yp = HppXpSp + Zpe, (11)

Ys = HssXsSs + Zse. (12)

The distributions of Zpe and Zse are as described in
Lemma 1.
Lemma 1: The expected values of the effective noise Zpe at

the PU and Zse at the SU is zero. The variances of Zpe and Zse
respectively are as follows

var[Zpe] = 1+ pmdb2Ps (13)

var[Zse] =
(1− p)pmd

(1− p)pmd + p(1− pfa)
(14)

Proof: We have by definition,

var[Zpe] = var[HspSpSsXs + ZpSp]. (15)

Note that we are interested only in the scenario when
Sp = 1 and hence according to (1) we have Ss = Z2.
Thus,

var[Zpe] = var[HspXsZ2]+ var[Zp]

= var[HspXs](E[Z2]2 + var[Z2])+ 1

= var[Hsp]var[Xs]E[Z2
2 ]+ 1

= 1+ pmdb2Ps. (16)

Following similar arguments we arrive at

var[Zse] = var[HpsSpSsXp + ZsSs]. (17)
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Note that we are interested only in the scenario when Ss = 1
and hence according to (6) we have Sp = Z4. Thus

var[Zse] = var[HpsXpZ4]+ var[Zs]

= var[HpsXp](E[Z4]2 + var[Z4])+ 1

= var[Hps]var[Xp]E[Z2
4 ]+ 1

= 1+
(1− p)pmd

(1− p)pmd + p(1− pfa)
a2Pp. (18)

Note that in practice the effective noise is not necessarily
Gaussian. In fact we do not assume any specific distribution
for Hsp and Hps, although their statistical mean and variance
is specified by our system model.

We now recall a result due to Ihara [96], which gives
us a lower bound on achievable rate of a channel con-
taminated by a non-Gaussian noise. Let Zpg be a Gaus-
sian random variable with zero mean and a variance of
1+ pmdb2Ps.
Lemma 2: Consider two channels with the same input

X and that the noise of channel 1 is AWGN with a vari-
ance σ 2. The noise of channel 2 is not Gaussian, but the
distribution has a zero mean and a variance of σ 2. If the
capacity of the AWGN channel is denoted by Cg and that
of the non-Gaussian channel is denoted by Cn, then we have
Cn ≥ Cg.
Next, using the above knowledge we formulate a simple

achievable rate region.

B. RESULT I - ACHIEVABLE RATES FOR INTERWEAVE
In light of Lemma 2 we can state the following result for
characterizing the achievable rates for the PU and the SU
based on the effective noise as follows.
Theorem 1: The average ergodic achievable rates of the PU

Rpi and that of the SU Rsi derived for the channel model in (7)
is given by,

Rpi ≤ Cpi, Rsi ≤ Csi, (19)

where we have

Cpi = (1− p)E|Hpp|

[
log

(
1+

H2
ppPp

1+ pmdb2Ps

)]
(20)

Csi = p̄× E|Hss|

log
1+

H2
ssPs

1+
(
(1− p)pmd

p̄

)
a2Pp


.
(21)

where p̄ = (1 − p)pmd + p(1 − pfa) is the unconditional
probability of the SU transmitting.

Proof: Since, the interference is treated as noise and
it is not removed by an interference canceller, only point-
to-point scenarios are considered. Moreover, by exploiting
of channels associated with causal state information at the

receiver, we arrive at the achievable rate of the PU formulated
as follows

Rpu ≤ I (Xp;Yp|Sp,Hpp)

= P(Sp = 1)I (Xp : Yp|Hpp, Sp = 1)

= (1− p)I (Xp;Yp|Hpp)

= (1− p)E|Hpp|

[
log

(
1+

H2
ppPp

1+ pmdb2Ps

)]
.

Similarly, the achievable rate of the SU can be derived by
noting that P(Ss = 1) = (1 − p)pmd + p(1 − pfa). The
distribution used for generating the signaling codebooks of
the PU obeys Xp ∼ N (0,Pp) while that of the SU obeys
Xs ∼ N (0,Ps).
Given this achievable rate expression, we now embark on
analysing the effects of sensing errors.

C. EFFECT OF SENSING ERRORS
Naturally, the achievable rate is expected to be reduced
in the presence of sensing errors. To get a better under-
standing of how these errors affect the achievable rates, we
plot the regions of the simultaneously achievable rates for
a couple of spectrum sensing techniques, namely for an
energy detector (ED) and for a magnitude squared coherence
detector (MSCD). The probabilities of missed detection and
false alarm for each of these techniques can be analytically
described. For the energy detector, the probability of false
alarm for an amplitude modulated PU signal is [97]:

pfa = 1− P
(τed

2
,L
)
, (22)

while the probability of missed detection is

pmd = Qχ2

(
τed , 2L,

MLPs
2σ 2

)
, (23)

where τed is the threshold of the ED, against which the test
statistic is compared, while N = ML is the number of sam-
ples used for ED, L is the number of overlapping segments
of the data each having M samples. Here Ps

σ 2
is the average

received SNR. By mathematical elimination of the variable
τed from (22) and (23), the relationship between pfaed and
pmded for the energy detector is derived as follows

pfaed = 1− P

Q
−1
χ2

(
pmd , 2L,

MLPs
2σ 2

)
2

,L

, (24)

where Q−1
χ2 (p, ν, δ) is the inverse non-central chi-square dis-

tribution function having ν degrees of freedom and having the
positive non-centrality parameter δ evaluated at probability
p, while P(a, x) in (24) is the lower incomplete Gamma
function.

Similarly, the relationship of pfamsc and pmdmsc can now be
derived, which turns out to be,

pmdmsc = PCDF

((
1− p

( 1
L−1 )
fa

)
|L, |γ |2

)
, (25)
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where γ 2 is the magnitude squared coherence of the PU
signal [97]. The function PCDF is as defined in (26), as
shown at the bottom of this page. In (26) the function
2F1(−l, 1 − L; 1; |γ 2

||γ̂ |2) is the hypergeometric function
(please see [98] for more details).

These functions are plotted for SNR = 10 log Ps
σ 2
=

{−24,−26}dB, using the values of L = 32,M = 256.
All the other values are assumed to be in harmony with [97].

The rate region for a spectrum sensing technique charac-
terized by pmd = fd (pfa) or pfa = gd (pmd ) is given by

Rid = {Rpi,Rsi|0 < Rpi ≤ Cpi(p, pmd ),

0 < Rsi ≤ Csi(p, pfa, pmd ),

such that pmd = fd (pfa) or pfa = gd (pmd )}, (27)

where Cpi and Csi are given in (20) and (21), respectively.
As an example, the achievable rate regions are plotted for

Rayleigh fading communication links covering all possible
combinations of pfa and pmd for the above detectors, where
the probability of the PU channel being free was set to
p = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 in Fig. 6 at the average received
SNR values of −24dB and −26dB for both the ED and the
MSC. These plots are also compared to the ideal scenario of
having no spectrum sensing errors. The ideal rate region is
given by [5]

Rid = {Rpi,Rsi|0 < Rpi ≤ (1− p)E[log(1+ H2
ppPp)],

0 < Rsi ≤ (1− p)E[log(1+ H2
ssPs)]}. (28)

From Fig. 6 we observe that
• For the low-performance ED there is a significant rate
reduction due to spectrum sensing errors.

• For the higher-performance detector MSCD, the rate is
only slightly reduced at high values of p. However, a
significant rate loss of the PU is observed even for the
MSCD at low value of p.

• The SU is unable to achieve its full rate even at extreme
values of pfa and pmd , which is due to its dependence on
both pmd and pfa as well as owing to the fact that Csi is
an increasing function of pmd and a decreasing function
of pfa.

• Across the three different values of p, we observe that
the Rsi that is the SU rate is higher for the lower values
of PU occupancy probabilities p. With p the achievable
rate of the PU decreases and that of the SU increases.

Having quantified the achievable rate of the interweave CR
subjected to realistic spectrum sensing errors, we now recite
the achievable rates of the underlay CR based on [11].

D. ACHIEVABLE RATES OF THE UNDERLAY CR
The achievable rates of the system model defined in Section
II-B were derived in [11]. They are reproduced here for
completeness.

FIGURE 6. The rate region for p = 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 for ED and MSCD at
average received SNRs of = 24dB and −26dB compared to the rate
achieved via ideal sensing.

Theorem 2: An achievable rate expression for the
SU subject to the condition that the required rate
of the PU of E(Hpp)

[
log

(
1+ H2

ppPp
)]

is met is

PCDF (|γ̂ |2|L, |γ |2) = |γ̂ 2
|

[
1− |γ |2

1− |γ 2||γ̂ |2

]L L−2∑
l=0

[
1− |γ̂ |2

1− |γ 2||γ̂ |2

]l
2F1(−l, 1− L; 1; |γ 2

||γ̂ |2), (26)
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given by

Csu =


min (Csu1,Csu2) if a ≤ 1 and b > 1,
min (Csu1,Csu3,Csu4) if a > 1 and b > 1,
Csu1 if b ≤ 1,

where,

Csu1 = E(Hpp,Hsp)

[
log

(
1+

H2
spPs

1+ H2
ppPp

)]
,

Csu2 = E(Hss,Hps)

[
log

(
1+

H2
ssPs

1+ H2
psPp

)]
,

Csu3 = E(Hss)

[
log

(
1+ H2

ssPs
)]
,

Csu4 = E(Hss,Hps)

[
log

(
1+ H2

psPp + H
2
ssPs

1+ H2
ppPp

)]
.

Moving now beyond the performance of individual
approaches, in the next section we compare the inter-
weave CR and the underlay CR using these achievable rate
expressions.

VII. COMPARISON OF THE INTERWEAVE CR AND
THE UNDERLAY CR
In the previous section we characterized the achievable rate
regions of the interweave CR. Following this we briefly
recited the achievable rate expression for the underlay CR
from [11]. We now compare these two paradigms utilizing
our achievable rate expressions. For the interweave CR, the
system that we have assumed relied on the realistic imperfect
spectrum sensing characterized by the error probabilities of
(pfa, pmd ), whereas for the underlay CR the system that we
have assumed is an ideal one. Hence, we wish to study the
impact of the sensing errors for the sake of ascertaining, when
the interweave CR outperforms the underlay CR.

Since we rely on the ergodic achievable rates, it remains
an open challenge to provide a mathematical analysis of the
comparison. Here we provide a detailed graphical analysis
supported by mathematical analysis wherever possible.

Our comparison is divided into two parts. Firstly, a com-
parison is made wrt to the achievable rates of the SU only,
followed by our comparisons wrt to the achievable rates of
both the SU and PU.

Basically we are interested in ascertaining what values
of p, a, b,Pp,Ps, pmd and pfa does the following relationship
be valid for:

Ms(p, a, b,Pp,Ps, pmd , pfa) = Csi − Csu > 0. (29)

M (p, a, b,Pp,Ps, pmd , pfa) = Csi + Cpi − Csu − Cpu > 0.

(30)

The term Ms(p, a, b,Pp,Ps, pmd , pfa) represents the amount
by which the achievable rate of the SU is higher for the
interweave CR than for the underlay CR. Similarly, the term
M (p, a, b,Pp,Ps, pmd , pfa) is the amount by which the the

achievable sum rate is higher for the interweave CR than for
the underlay CR.

We now formally define the domain of superiority of the
interweave CR.
Definition: Interweave CR is superior to the underlay CR

in terms of the SU rate if we have Ms > 0, and the interweave
CR is superior to the underlay CR in terms of the sum rate if
we have M > 0.
Since there are five parameters, namely p, a, b,Pp,

and Ps, analysing their variation simultaneously is not fea-
sible. Hence, we group the parameters as follows. We
commence by analysing the PU free probability p sepa-
rately, followed by studying the effect of each individual
parameter.

To compare the interweave CR and the underlay CR in
terms of the SU rate or the sum rate as a function of the various
parameters, we structure our analysis based on the value of
average interference coefficients as follows:
• When the interference at the PU is ergodically weak - i.e
we have b ≤ 1 - we refer to this as Regime I.

• If the interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that
at the SU is ergodically very weak - i.e. we have b > 1
and a ≤ a1, where for a given b, a1 is that specific value
of a, where we have Cs1 = Cs2 - then we refer to this as
Regime II.

• Provided that the interference at the PU is ergodically
strong and that at the SU is ergodically weak - i.e. we
have b > 1 and a1 < a ≤ 1 - we refer to this as
Regime III.

• In case the interference at the PU is ergodically strong
and that at the SU is also ergodically strong - i.e. we have
b > 1 and 1 < a ≤ a2, where for a given b, a2 is that
specific value of a, where we have Cs1 = Cs4 - we refer
to this as Regime IV.

• If the interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that
at the SU is ergodically moderately strong - i.e. we have
b > 1 and a2 < a ≤ a3, where for a given b, a3 is that
specific value of a, where we have Cs4 = Cs3 - then we
refer to this as Regime V.

• Finally, provided that the interference at the PU is ergod-
ically strong and that at the SU is ergodically very strong
- i.e. we have b > 1 and a > a3 - we refer to this as
Regime VI.

This structure is adopted in light of the fact that the rate-
expressions of the underlay CR vary according to the specific
levels of the interference imposed by the PU on the SU and
vice versa.

A. EFFECT OF p
The effect of the PUs activity is straightforward to analyse.
Fig. 7 plots those specific values of pfa and pmd , for which
the interweave CR is superior to the underlay CR. Since the
missed detection is more of a critical event, a low missed
detection probability below 0.2 is required for an average
sensing SNR of -20dB. Accordingly, the interweave CR
is superior to the underlay CR in those particular regimes
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TABLE 7. Feasibility of the Interweave CR in terms of a and b.

FIGURE 7. The values of pfa and pmd , where the interweave CR is better
than the underlay CR. The area inside the curves is where the interweave
CR is better. The plot is generated for Pp = 200, Ps = 100, a = 1, b = 1.

where p, is higher than say 0.5 for an average interference
coefficients of a = 1 and b = 1.
TABLE 7 provides a detailed summary of the aforemen-

tioned regimes outlining the domains of superiority for the
interweave CR over the underlay CR.

B. EFFECT OF TRANSMIT POWER
CONSTRAINTS Pp AND Ps

Let us now continue by generating basic plots for analysing
the region of superiority of the interweave CR over the
underlay CR in terms of Pp and Ps. We fix the value of
the PU activity probability to one of the three values p =
{0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. Then, we fix a spectrum sensor, which
can provide us with three values pmd = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}.

Additionally, we fix the value of average interference coef-
ficients (a, b) to be from the following set of five pairs
(a, b) = {(1, 1), (0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 1.5), (1.5, 0.5), (1.5, 1.5)}.
Corresponding to each value of pmd and the pair (a, b), we
look for the specific values of pfa that the spectrum sensor
should provide, such that the interweave CR becomes supe-
rior to the underlay CR. This value of pfa will be a function of
both the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) of SNRp = 10 log10 Pp
at the PU and that of SNRs = 10 log10 Ps at the SU. The range
of each SNR is spans from 10dB through to 40dB in steps
of 1dB.

A basic observation with regards to transmit power con-
straint can be inferred from Fig. 8 through to Fig. 13. Each of
these figures comprises sub-plots, which portray Ps × Pp vs
pfa for a particular value of pmd , a and b. It can be concluded
that the higher the SNRp of the PU and the lower the SNRs of
the SU the more beneficial it is to use the interweave SNR.
However, at very high values of SNRp the benefits of the
interweave CR experienced start to erode even at low SNRs.
This can be readily observed in Fig. 8 and 9. This is because
at very high values of SNRp and low values of p, the PU rate in
the underlay CR starts to dominate, hence reducing the impact
of the other rates, whereas at relatively low powers the PU rate
of the underlay CR remains comparable to that of the other
rates of the system described in Fig. 1.

C. EFFECT OF AVERAGE INTERFERENCE
COEFFICIENTS a AND b
In the underlay CR scenario the values of a and b are crucial in
deciding, what specific rate is achievable for the SU. Hence,
we expect a and b to be of high importance in deciding the
most beneficial paradigms.

• Regime I, b ≤ 1 - Observe from Theorem 1 that for
the interweave CR the rate of the SU does not depend
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FIGURE 8. The maximum values of pfa for a given value of pmd that are beneficial for the interweave CR as a function of both Ps (X− axis) and
Pp (Y− axis) for various combinations of a and b as well as for p = 0.25. The performance criterion used for identifying the region of dominance for the
interweave CR is the SU rate.

FIGURE 9. The maximum values of pfa for a given value of pmd that are beneficial for the interweave CR as a function of both Ps (X− axis) and
Pp (Y− axis) for various combinations of a and b as well as for p = 0.5. The performance criterion used for identifying the region of dominance for the
interweave CR is the SU rate.

upon b. However, in light of Theorem 2 it can readily
be seen that for the underlay CR the SU rate is an
increasing function of b. Hence, the region of superiority
for the interweave CR decreases as b tends towards
unity. By contrast, observe from Theorem 1 that the sum

rate in the interweave CR is a decreasing function of b
while that of the underlay CR, again by Theorem 2, is
an increasing function of b because the PUs rate is fixed
in the underlay CR. Hence, the region of superiority for
the interweave CR expressed in terms of the sum rate
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FIGURE 10. The maximum values of pfa for a given value of pmd that are beneficial for the interweave CR as a function of both Ps (X− axis) and
Pp (Y− axis) for various combinations of a and b as well as for p = 0.75. The performance criterion used for identifying the region of dominance for the
interweave CR is the SU rate.

FIGURE 11. The maximum values of pfa for a given value of pmd that are beneficial for the interweave CR as a function of both Ps (X− axis) and
Pp (Y− axis) for various combinations of a and b as well as for p = 0.25. The performance criterion used for identifying the region of dominance for the
interweave CR is the sum rate.

decreases with b more rapidly than it decreases in terms
of only the SU rate. Viewing this phenomenon from
a different perspective, this means that as the interfer-
ence coefficient b decreases, the superiority of the inter-
weave CR increases. This is especially so in the cases

where a > 1. It is important to note that even though
the PU imposes a high interference on the SU, yet the
interweave CR remains superior as a benefit of the SU
to PU interference. Hence, the traditional the underlay
CR is not a good solution in these regimes.
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FIGURE 12. The maximum values of pfa for a given value of pmd that are beneficial for the interweave CR as a function of both Ps (X− axis) and
Pp (Y− axis) for various combinations of a and b as well as for p = 0.5. The performance criterion used for identifying the region of dominance for the
interweave CR is the sum rate.

FIGURE 13. The maximum values of pfa for a given value of pmd that are beneficial for the interweave CR as a function of both Ps (X− axis) and
Pp (Y− axis) for various combinations of a and b as well as for p = 0.25. The performance criterion used for identifying the region of dominance
for the interweave CR is the sum rate.

• Regime II, b > 1 and a ≤ a1 - By observing similar
trends in the rate expressions of this regime, we infer that
the system’s behavior under this regime is the same as
for b < 1. The important point to note is that although
the interweave CR continues to remain superior to the

underlay CR in this regime, the gap between the two
approaches remains lower when compared to the case
of b < 1. This is because in the underlay CR for b > 1
successive interference cancellation is utilized at the
PU receiver for mitigating the effect of the interference
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TABLE 8. p = 0.25 only SU.

imposed by the SU on the PU, whereas there is no such
provision in the interweave CR.

• Regime III, b > 1 and a1 < a < 1 - We observe from
Theorem 2 that in the underlay CR, the rate of the SU
is a decreasing function of a, whereas it is an increasing
function of b up to a certain value a1, which depends
on b and it is constant in terms of a beyond that. In the
interweave CR the value of the SU rate decreases with
a, although the associated reduction is more substantial
for the underlay CR, since the interference is treated as
noise. By contrast, in the interweave CR the SU rate
is obtained by treating the interference as noise after

scaling it down by a value of
(1− p)pmd

(1− p)pmd + p(1− pfa)
,

which is less than unity. This implies that the interfer-
ence is only partially treated as noise. Hence in this
regime the domain of superiority is shifted more towards
the interweave CR and the gap increases with the inter-
ference coefficients. The situation is less clear in terms
of the sum rate. Explicitly, the sum rate of the interweave
CR decreases with both of the interference coefficients
a and b. By contrast, for the underlay CR it decreases
with a and increases with b up to a certain value a1,
which depends on b and then remains constant. In the
interweave CR the rate for the PU is also obtained
by treating the partial interference as noise, as it was
mentioned above about the SU rate. By contrast, for
the underlay CR we have a PU rate, where all the
interference is cancelled out while for the SU all the
interference is treated as noise. Hence, this regime may
be further subdivided into regimes, where the inter-
weave CR is superior to the underlay CR and vice
versa.

• Regime IV, V and VI, b > 1 and a > 1 - In light of
Theorems 1 and 2, in this regime both the sum rate and
the SU rate of the underlay CR increase with a and b. By
contrast, they both decrease in the case of the interweave
CR. Hence, the region of superiority for the interweave
CR decreases with both a and b in terms of the SU rate
as well as the sum rate.

D. RULES OF THUMB
In this section we provide basic rules of thumb that can be
used for deciding, which specific approach is superior to
the other. A general rule of thumb is that high values of p,
low values of pmd , pfa, low values of SNRs, high values of
SNRp and low values of a, b will all lead to the interweave
CR being attractive. Typically, this would entail values like
p ≥ 0.5, pmd ≤ 0.2, pfa ≤ 0.4, SNRp > 10dB, SNRs <
20dB, a ≤ 1 and b ≤ 1. In what follows, we shall present fur-
ther scenarios, where the interweave CR is beneficial. Again,
broadly divided into two parts, first we present our findings in
terms of the SU rate in Tables 8 - 10, followed by our findings
for the sum rate in Tables 11 - 13. The relations between
SNRp and SNRs are approximate relations that are obtained
for a given range of SNRs, spanning from 10dB to 40dB.
To obtain these relations we refer to Fig. 8 through to 13.
Each sub-plot in the set of plots of each figure is configured
to show 5 distinct regions, namely where the interweave
CR is superior to the underlay CR if for a given pmd value
(i) pfa ≤ 0.1, (ii) 0.1 < pfa ≤ 0.2, (iii) 0.2 < pfa ≤ 0.3,
(iv) 0.3 ≤ pfa ≤ 0.4, (v) 0.4 ≤ pfa ≤ 0.5. We are interested
in three regions, namely in (i) pfa ≤ 0.2, (ii) pfa ≤ 0.3,
(iii) pfa ≤ 0.4. Since, the value of pmd directly affects the PUs
transmission rate, the PU imposes a particular value of pmd
on the SU. The SU then determines the best possible value of
the pfa that it can obtain with the aid of its spectrum sensor
for a given set of conditions. As an example, let the required
value be pmd = 0.2 and assign furthermore the values of
p = 0.5, a = 1 and b = 1. Then Figs. 9 and 12 show us
the particular values of Ps and Pp that offer us a value of pfa,
which the sensor is capable of meeting. In every such scenario
we use linear relations of the form SNRp = mSNRs + c.
We identify the minimum number of such linear equations
that can model these curves to a reasonable accuracy. As an
example based on Fig. 8 and a = 1, b = 1, p = 0.25 as
well as pmd = 0.2, the relationship between SNRp and SNRs
required for ensuring pfa ≤ 0.4 is given by

SNRp >
16
17
SNRs +

112
17
,
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TABLE 9. p = 0.5 only SU.

TABLE 10. p = 0.75 only SU.

TABLE 11. p = 0.25 sum rate.

as mentioned in Table 8. The relationships can also be
obtained for other regimes of interest using a similar
procedure.

E. DISCUSSIONS
Although the parameter variations experienced in some
regimes reduce the region of superiority for the interweave

CR, yet in most practical cases of the parameters a, b, Pp, Ps
and (pfa, pmd ) the interweave CR is beneficial both in terms
of the SU’s rate as well as in terms of the sum rate. This
can be attributed to the efficient nature of the interweave
CR in exploiting the resources. In contrast to the underlay
CR, in the interweave CR the focus is on transmitting at
full rate. By contrast, in the underlay CR the transmission of
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TABLE 12. p = 0.5 sum rate.

TABLE 13. p = 0.75 sum rate.

unnecessarily low-rate messages even at those instances,
when the PU is absent degrades the attainable spectral effi-
ciency. This tendency becomes even more prominent, if we
consider the practical limitations imposed by the realistic
channel state estimation in the underlay CR.

Furthermore, a major point of favor for the interweave CR
is that in this comparison we have assumed the employment
of only the perfect point-to-point capacity achieving codes
for the interweave CR instead of any sophisticated coding
techniques. If the availability of side information allows us
to perform rate-partitioning based joint coding techniques,
then the achievable rate of the interweave CR will drasti-

cally increase. Hence, if we assume the availability of the
required side information for the interweave CR, then we
are able to conceive a new approach for CR systems that
amalgamates the advantages of the interweave CR as well as
the underlay CR and allows us to employ sophisticated joint
coding techniques for improving the overall performance.
We note that there are some approaches that have indeed
highlighted the use of hybrid strategies for the interweave
CR and the underlay CR [99]–[101]. However, in contrast to
our solution, these models combine the standard interweave
CR model with the interference-limited underlay CR model.
As a further development the authors of [100] considered the
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FIGURE 14. ED and MSC detector for two different average received SNRs of −24dB and −26dB.

SU relay assisted model instead of a simple point-to-point
model.

VIII. APPLICATION TO AN OFDM SCENARIO
RELYING ON AN ENERGY DETECTOR
Let us now consider the ubiquitous Orthogonal Frequency
DivisionMultiplexing (OFDM)which is capable of operating
in dispersive wide-band scenarios. Each subcarrier is subject
to a flat fading channel, where the fading process is iid over
both the time and frequency domains as well as stationary and
ergodic. There are on an average N PUs supported by a total
of S sub-carriers, where N < S and hence, the probability
of a channel being unoccupied by a PU is defined as p =

1 −
N
S
. CR techniques are proposed because the value of

p in some bands is high whereas it is expected to be lower
in some other bands causing spectral domain fluctuations.
Devices (SUs) which operate in frequency bands associated
with low values of p will have to aim for transmitting in
the bands having a high value of p. They can either achieve
this opportunistically as in the interweave CR, where the SU
will transmit only on the condition, if it senses the PU to
be absent; or alternatively they can share the spectrum as
in the underlay CR by transmitting simultaneously without
imposing any degradation on the PU.

Let us assume the SU is equipped with an energy detector.
The probability of false alarm for energy detection as a func-
tion of missed detection for the given fixed parameters is as
given in (24).

Assuming that independently another SU is equipped with
magnitude squared coherence detector, we have the func-
tional relationship pmd = f (pfa) for convenience and is as
given in (25).

Let us now characterize both of these detectors in Fig. 14
by considering a communication scenario where we have

p = 0.5, SNRp = 20dB, SNRs = 15dB, a = 1 and b = 1.
We assume that there are two scenarios corresponding to
two different average received SNRs at the SU transmitters
namely to −24dB and to −26dB as shown in the Fig. 14. Let
us assume that the required value of pmd that is dictated by
the PUs rate is pmd ≤ 0.3 and the criterion for comparison
is the sum rate. We opt for pmd = 0.3 since this would
provide the best value of pfa. The ED operating at −26dB
can at best offer pfa = 0.37 and at −24dB the best that can
be pfa = 0.23, as seen from Fig. 14. It can be observed
from Figs. 9 and 12 that at these values the ED allows the
interweave CR to outperform the underlay CR at -24dB but
not at −26dB. However, since the performance of the MSC
detector is better than that of the ED, it allows the interweave
CR to become more beneficial than the underlay CR at both
average received SNR values.

Let us now consider another situation, where there is a
flexibility in choosing the transmit power for the SU whilst
requiring a pmd ≤ 0.2. In this case if we opt pmd = 0.2
then again the ED will portray the interweave CR in a more
beneficial light than the underlay CR at -24dB, but not at
−26dB. However, if we choose pmd = 1, then the ED will
make the interweave CR more attractive than the underlay
CR for a choice of SNRs = 10dB for both−24dB and−26dB.
Naturally, a similar analysis can also be carried out for various
other situations. This leads us to a simple design guideline
that can be used in deciding which of the two paradigms is
useful.

IX. CONCLUSIONS, DESIGN GUIDELINES
AND OPEN PROBLEMS
A. DESIGN GUIDELINES
Based on the analysis provided in this paper, some funda-
mental design guidelines may be formulated for choosing a
preferred approach, when deploying a cognitive radio system.
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1) The most dominant design criterion is constituted by
the specific quality-of-service (QoS) requirement of
the PU.

2) Given the required QoS, the highest tolerable probabil-
ity of missed detection pmdmax is calculated.

3) This is followed by the carefuly choice of the spectrum-
sensor from those available.

4) Having chosen the spectrum-sensor, we calculate the
minimum probability of false alarm pfamin that can be
simultaneously achieved with pmdmax . 2

5) Now, if the SU rate is the most dominant design crite-
rion, then given this value of pfamin, the value of Csi -
which is a function of pmsmax and pfamin - is compared
against Csu. If Csi is found to be higher than Csu,
then the interweave paradigm is selected. Otherwise the
underlay paradigm is preferred.

6) However, if the sum rate is the dominant decision cri-
terion, then Cpi + Csi is compared against Cpu + Csu.
If the former is found to be higher, then the interweave
paradigm is selected. Otherwise the underlay paradigm
is chosen.

B. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have provided a brief overview of CR
techniques and described the various standardization activ-
ities in the field of CR and DSA. Moreover, we conceived
novel approaches for characterizing the achievable rates of
the interweave CR. Explicitly, we developed a model for
the interweave CR based on the effective noise observation.
We demonstrated the impact of the spectrum sensing errors
on the achievable rate region with the aid of the ED and
MSCD. Based on a rate-limited model for the underlay CR
we provided comparisons between the interweave and the
underlay CRs on the basis of various parameters of interest
and explicit rules of thumb were inferred as a guide for
selecting, which specific approach is better. We demonstrated
that there are various regimes of practical interest, where
the interweave CR is more beneficial than the underlay CR.
These regimes include the scenarios, where the spectrum
is sparsely occupied. If however, the spectrum is heavily
occupied, both techniques become challenged.

C. OPEN PROBLEMS
Since, we have tried to answer the most fundamental prob-
lem, a variety of open problems can be framed as a result.
Solutions to these problems will certainly help researchers
understand the gains that are achieved using ideas of CR
and will let us know the best possible approach in a given
scenario. Some of these problems are enumerated as follows:

1) A possible future research direction will seek a hybrid
paradigm that is capable of combining the cognitions
that the SU is able to perform both in the underlay
CR and the interweave CR in order to combine the

2Note that if the QoS requirement of the PU is stringent, then the value of
pmdmax may tend to zero, which would tend the value of pfamin to unity.

advantage of underlay i.e. maintaining the PU QoS and
at the same time opportunistically utilize white spaces
like the interweave paradigm. This would achieve bet-
ter rates for both the SU and PU.

2) Furthermore, research is also required to establish the
effect the imperfection in channel state estimation in
the underlay paradigm. This is especially important
practically where the links are fast fading and the time
window to estimate the channel state relative to data
transmission is very narrow.

3) Contrary to this the case where the users are able to
feedback the perfectly estimated channel state to their
transmitters needs to be investigated for the optimal
power allocation schemes with regards to maximizing
the SU rate and/or the sum rate. This would be an
important case study when the links are slow fading.
In this scenario it would be practical for both mea-
surement of the channel state and feedback within one
coherence time.
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